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Israel is developing an expertise in serving aged Russian immigrants from which we in 
North America may benefit. Two principles that may be derived from the Israel experience 
are the extensive use of volunteers and trained Russian-speaking social workers and the 
recognition of the importance of conducting programs in the Russian language for the im
migrants. 

This article reports on the experience of 
elderly immigrants to Israel from the 

former Soviet Union as seen through the 
eyes of Israeli social workers and other pro
fessionals specializing in immigrant absorp
tion and/or gerontology. A body of litera
ture concerning aged Russian immigrants to 
the United States is beginning to develop 
(Althausen, I99I; Dorf & Katlin, 1983; 
Gelfand, 1986; Hulewat, I98I; Zahler, 
1989) that reflects a growing awareness of 
this population and its special needs. In
sights obtained from Israeli colleagues en
gaged in similar absorption activity can of
fer useful perspectives for work in the 
United States. 

BACKGROUND 

Fully 100 years after the massive waves of 
Jewish immigrants from Russia began their 
efforts to enter American society, the Jewish 
community of the United States is, once 
again, engaged in absorbing yet another, al
beit smaller wave of Russian Jewish emi
gres. With the breakup of the Soviet Union 
and the release of thousands of Jews, as well 
as other citizens, from the entire former 
Communist world, the absorption of large 
numbers of new immigrants poses new 
challenges to the established Jewish welfare 
system. (In fiscal year 1991/92, another 
47,300 immigrants from the former Soviet 
Union came to the United States, and in fis
cal 1993/94, another 40,000 are expected.) 
To these numbers may be added Russian 

Jews who originally emigrated to Israel and 
are now seeking to enter the United States. 
The immigrant of 1993 is not the immi
grant of 1893, and Jewish service organiza
tions are reorganizing to adapt their pro
grams to meet the new needs. 

Jewish federations, primarily in the large 
population centers, have taken on this task 
through the establishment of a variety of 
special programs, agencies, and consortia 
devoted to the needs of these new immi
grants. Understanding who the new immi
grants are, how 75 years of Communist rule 
have infiuenced their personality and be
havior, what sorts of intervention are 
needed, what techniques used by social 
workers and others are likely to be effective, 
and what sorts of programs and services are 
required are among the issues examined by 
those charged with this critical task. 

A subgroup of this immigrant population 
that poses a unique challenge is the aged. 
Generally identified to constitute about 15% 
of the immigrant population, the aged Rus
sian Jewish immigrant is far more likely to 
exhibit physical illness and dependency, 
isolation, and emotional dependency. He or 
she may show less readiness to accept out
side help and may experience greater diffi
culty in coping with the demands of adjust
ing to a new culture, new language, and 
new environment. The aged immigrant 
therefore requires special understanding 
and techniques that may not always be part 
of the expertise of the staff engaged in ab
sorption activity. 
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Since 1990, the state of Israel with its 
population of 5 million, has absorbed over 
400,000 new immigrants from the former 
Soviet Union, about 18% of whom are over 
the age of 65. Goverrmient ministries, the 
Jewish Agency, health and welfare offices, 
the schools of social work, community cen
ters, the religious establishment, as well as 
many other national and local organiza
tions, have become involved with this mas
sive absorption effort. 

For years, the Israeli social welfare com
mimity has drawn heavily upon the Ameri
can experience in the development of pro
grams. American professionals regularly 
consult with Israeli institutions and organi
zations, Israeli scholars come to the United 
States for advanced degrees, and many ser
vices are modeled on American methods 
and practices. However, with the absorp
tion of aged immigrants from the Soviet 
Union, Israel is developing an expertise 
from which we may learn. 

It must be noted that the immigration 
policies of the United States and Israel are 
quite different, with a consequent differing 
but significant effect on the absorption ex
perience. The Israel Law of Retum grants 
automatic citizenship to any Jew wishing to 
live in Israel, and the government is com
mitted to help all who arrive. Many Rus
sian immigrants, particularly the aged, have 
come with littie or no money, one suitcase 
of belongings, and often with no relative or 
other person committed to give assistance. 
The U.S. policy, in contrast, has not only 
limited the numbers of immigrants who 
may be admitted but also requires proof 
from the emigre, in advance, that there will 
be an adequate source of income, available 
housing, and a person or agency to serve as 
a responsible sponsor. The effect of these 
restrictions is to produce a group of immi
grants to the United States that is smaller in 
number and with greater available resources 
than the immigrants to Israel. The IsraeH 
welfare system therefore has a far greater 
absorption burden than does its American 
counterpart. It is indeed the need to re

spond to this greater burden that may evoke 
creative and effective ideas with useful ap
plication to the American experience. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY 

During the winter and spring of 1992, the 
author conducted 25 in-depth interviews 
with aging specialists in the main Israeli 
university schools of social work, research
ers at the Brookdale Institute of Gerontol
ogy and Adult Human Development, staff 
members of the Ministry of Wetfare, and so
cial workers in community centers. This 
relatively small key informant sample of the 
country's social welfare professionals was 
developed by continuously eliciting sugges
tions from subjects regarding persons in
volved in absorption and aging. The inter
views were open-ended and wide ranging. 
The interviewees expressed appreciation for 
an opportunity to contribute to the Ameri
can absorption effort through their experi
ences and observations—a change from the 
usual pattem of receiving advice from 
American experts. 

In addition to these scheduled inter
views, site visits were made to community 
centers in Bet Shemesh, Beersheva, and 
Haifa where programs for aged immigrants 
are conducted. During these visits, the au
thor had an opportunity to meet with small 
groups of aged Russian immigrants and to 
observe them in several programs. 

The observations and impressions ob
tained from the in-depth interviews and site 
visits were augmented by the fortuitous con
vening by Tel Aviv University School of So
cial Work of two meetings of 15 social 
workers from around the country specializ
ing in service to aged Russian immigrants. 
These meetings provided a rich addendum 
to the data being gathered on this particular 
absorption issue. 

A broad range of opinion was elicited 
from the subjects of this study, and it is dif
ficult to presume that there exists a single 
definitive view of the absorption experience 
of aged Russian immigrants in Israel. How
ever, there did seem to be several areas of 
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broad general agreement among the various 
professionals interviewed, and it is these ar
eas of agreement that can be identified as 
findings. 

STUDY FINDINGS 

Obstacles to Optimal Service 

There was general dissatisfaction with the 
policies and practices of the government's 
Ministry of Absorption. Service to aged im
migrants was seen as a low priority, and any 
programs for the aged were perceived as oc
curring more in spite of the Ministry than 
because of it. The Absorption Ministry was 
seen as preoccupied with employment for 
the working adult immigrant, school and 
health care for immigrant children, and re
ligious instruction for all immigrant fami
lies. Governmental allocations for absorp
tion were seen as inadequate for the need. 

During the first year of the new immi
gration wave, arriving immigrants were 
transported from the airport to one of 41 ab
sorption centers in the country's traditional 
method of housing and accultiirating all 
newcomers. These centers provided hous
ing, language training, job counseling and 
placement, schooling for the children, and 
health services. New immigrants might live 
for a year or more in the center while await
ing relocation. In February 1991, the gov
ernment shifted responsibility for meeting 
immigrant needs from absorption centers to 
local municipalities (Cwikel et al., 1992). 
New immigrants were now given cash allot
ments, advice on initial apartment loca
tions, and the address of the nearest office 
of the Ministry of Welfare. The welfare of
fice became the coordinator of immigrant 
services, and health, educational, employ
ment, housing, and language training needs 
were to be met by the municipality. 

The professionals interviewed generally 
favored this direct-absorption model, but 
viewed the resources available to the mu
nicipalities as inadequate. Aged immi
grants receive a monthly pensioner's allot

ment as do all Israeli elderly, but the gov
ernment provides no other specialized geri
atric services. An additional burden for the 
community-based programs occurs because 
the resident elderly Sephardic community 
members do not mix easily with the Russian 
newcomers, making separate programs for 
each group necessaty. 

Russian immigrants come to Israel with 
no prior experience with social workers 
since the profession did not exist in the So
viet Union. They tend to presume that a 
governmental worker, no matter how cor
dial and sincere, is a potential agent of coer
cion. Levav et al. (1990) reported that less 
than 20% of Russian immigrants seek help 
with personal problems from social service 
agencies. Aged Russians, with a longer in
grained wariness of government agents, are 
even more resistant to social work interven
tions. Israeli social workers engaged in di
rect service to aged Russian immigrants re
ported their aged clients to be elusive, ma
nipulative and generally resistant to any ef
forts to discuss personal issues. 

As might be expected, the new immi
grant is preoccupied with such essentials of 
survival as employment, income, and hous
ing. Housing for immigrants is generally 
seen by most of the professionals as inad
equate, and costs for housing may consume 
more than half of a family's income. Sev
eral families may occupy one apartment. 
Aged parents frequently share the house
hold of their children, not out of tradition or 
preference, but because the family needs 
their monthly pensioner's income from the 
government. These relationships are fre-
quentiy conflict-ridden and in need of pro
fessional intervention, requiring precisely 
the sort of personal disclosure neither the 
family nor the aged parent is willing to con
sider. Many aged immigrants without fami
lies have chosen to live with younger ac
quaintances. The aged person receives 
companionship and other support, and the 
younger householders receive in return a 
major portion of the aged person's govern
ment assistance money. These relationships 
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are often also reported to be conflict-ridden. 
When suitable housing and employment are 
found, the younger family leaves and the 
aged roomer is left alone. 

The phenomenon of aged parents living 
in the household of their children is new to 
the Russian immigrant and has imposed an 
unfamiliar stress upon both generations. 
Where the older person in the former Soviet 
Union enjoyed a measure of status and im
portance in the family and society, the aged 
immigrant to Israel is now more dependent 
upon others, devoid of a meaningful role in 
the family or community, and isolated from 
previous sources of status and self-esteem. 
The professionals in this study reported 
many aged clients wiUi an.vicly, disorienta
tion, and depression. Those inmiigrant 
aged without families are at even greater 
risk of exhibiting these conditions. 

One feature of the Israeli absorption ex
perience that has been successful with the 
general immigrant population over the 
years is the Hebrew ulpan, or intensive lan
guage program. This model of inlcnsivc in-
strucUon in the Hebrew language for 5 
hours per day, 5 days per week has contrib
uted to the speedy integration of new immi
grants, particularly children, into Israeli so
ciety. Yet, aged Russian immigrants have 
been particularly resistant to learning He
brew, and only small numbers avail them
selves of the opportunity. Site visits to sev
eral centers for the aged found perhaps 10 
or 12 aged immigrants attending a special 
twice-weekly I-hour Hebrew class, whereas 
hundreds of others in the neighborhood had 
declined to participate at all. Social work
ers or other professionals, most of whom are 
not Russian speaking, must contend with 
the presence of a translator during private 
interview sessions, fiirther complicating the 
already difficult effort to offer any psycho
social service to resistant clients. 

Meeting the needs of aged immigrants is 
complicated by the presence of an uneasy 
mix of conflicting goals. Immigrant ab
sorption carries with it demands upon the 
individual to adapt to a new culture, learn a 

new language, take on new behaviors, and, 
in general, change to a way of life defined 
by the new society. The goals of services to 
the elderly are generally quite the opposite. 
Older persons, although encouraged to be 
active and engaged in their social world, re
quire the security that comes from continu
ity with their usual customs and routines. 
Studies of relocation stiess upon aged per
sons, although not always conclusive in 
their findings, nonetheless show the aged to 
be particularly vulnerable (Coffman, 1982; 
Hooyman & Kiyak, 1993). The move from 
one country to another places many de
mands upon the physical and mental ca
pacities of even the healthiest of older per
sons. The desire and, perhaps, need to con
tinue speaking Russian, observe Russian 
customs, and remain with one's own Rus
sian community may reflect an older 
person's natural effort to reduce relocation 
stress, even as doing so results in thwarting 
the goals of absorption. Professionals work
ing with aged immigrants must regularly 
confront and try lo reconcile these conflict
ing goals. 

Israeli Responses to the Obstacles 

It would seem from the above array of com
plex problems that the lot of aged immi
grants to Israel is bleak indeed. Yet, al
though virtually all of the professionals sur
veyed concurred that these problems do ex
ist, they also asserted that the Israeli welfare 
community is responding to the challenges 
posed by them. Israel's many useful service 
models for aged Russian immigrants per
haps suggest at least some service responses 
that may have utility elsewhere. 

The sheer numbers of Russian immi
grants arriving in Israel daily, beginning in 
mid-1990 and continuing to the present, 
quickly overtaxed the existing system of 
health, welfare, and immigration services. 
Nevertheless, the excitement that this new 
immigration generated in the general popu
lation led to the development of a large in
formal network of volunteers eager to assist 
in the absorption process. Russian-speaking 
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Israelis who had been part of an earlier brief 
immigration cohort in the late 1970s, as 
well as many other Israeli citizens, re
sponded to calls from absorption centers, 
welfare agencies, and community centers to 
serve as volunteers with the new immi
grants. Many Israeli families have 
"adopted" whole Russian families or indi
viduals, providing a much-needed social 
support in programs overwhelmed within 
the formal system. However, after the eu
phoria of the first year of Russian immigra
tion wore off, the numbers of volunteers has 
declined. Agencies must now actively re
cruit volunteers where once they had a rich 
supply from which to choose. The profes
sionals interviewed generally agreed that 
the formal agencies are inadequately staffed 
and fimded, and the outpouring of volun
teers has clearly enhanced the absorption 
process. 

Several approaches to dealing with lan
guage problems were observed. As noted, 
only very small numbers of aged immi
grants participate in the regular Hebrew 
ulpan language programs. Hebrew lan
guage teachers have been recruited by 
neighborhood community centers to provide 
less intensive (1 or 2 hours per session, I or 
2 days per week) language courses for the 
aged, which do attract small groups of aged 
immigrants. Several of these classes were 
observed and seemed to be received enthusi
astically by the students. They seem to be a 
reasonable alternative for elderly who would 
otherwise never study Hebrew. 

The other approach to language is an in
creasing acceptance by professionals in the 
welfare offices and community centers that 
work with these aged will have to take place 
in the Russian language. Nearly every wel
fare office has a Russian worker, who is not 
usually professionally trained but is super
vised by a staff member. Aged clients seem 
to be more ready to engage with these work
ers than with other staff who must rely upon 
a translator. The untrained Russian-speak
ing workers are viewed as "unsophisti
cated" and less "therapeutic" in their 

work, but seem to be effective in helping 
with necessary concrete services and keep
ing the client connected to the system. 

The struggle between absorption goals 
and service-to-aged goals seems to result in 
an "ifyou can't fight 'em, join 'em" out
come. As noted earlier, aged Russians have 
not joined readily in the activity programs 
conducted by the community centers for the 
general aged community. Therefore, at 
many sites, separate aging programs are 
conducted. In a typical program model, the 
established, usually Sephardic aged center 
users attend a morning program, Russian 
elderly arrive in the early afternoon for a 
joint meal where that is available, and pro
grams are conducted in the Russian lan
guage in the afternoon. Russian language 
lectures, classical concerts, and other intel
lectual activities seem to be the preferred 
programs. Whereas early in the immigra
tion history, workers actively strove to inte
grate the new immigrants into existing 
agency programs, there seems now to be an 
acceptance of the need for two distinct pro
grams. Occasionally a special event or trip 
to a point of interest is an opportunity for 
the aged from the two cultures to come to
gether, but the usual pattern of separate pro
grams persists. 

The government has recognized the need 
for professionally trained Russian-speaking 
social workers. Special grants have allowed 
the schools of social work in Haifa, Jerusa
lem, and Tel Aviv to screen and select be
tween 20 and 30 Russian immigrants at 
each university for a full, though somewhat 
abbreviated program leading to a standard 
Israeli social work degree. These students 
provide service in an agency field site dur
ing their training, generally in immigrant 
settings, and are expected to make a critical 
professional contribution to the absorption 
of Soviet immigrants in the future. The 
principle that seems to guide these pro
grams is that immigrants will more likely 
be helped by Russian speakers who have 
learned social work, rather than expecting 
trained social workers to learn Russian or 
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assuming that aged Russian immigrants 
will learn sufficient Hebrew. One risk in 
these special training programs is that the 
students, after graduation, will leave the 
world of immigradon and move on to other 
fields of social work practice. 

Two additional educational itmovations 
were noted. Schools of social work have in
cluded courses in immigration in their cur
ricula where none had existed before, and 
continuing education departments of the 
schools are regularly offering courses to 
professionals on aspects of immigradon and 
aging. In 1992, the Tel Aviv University 
School of Social Work convened the first 
meeting of social workers serving aged Rus
sian imnugrants. During the two meetings 
of workers representing agencies from a 
dozen commuiuties throughout the country, 
many problems and creative solutions were 
identified. The need for special attention to 
this population was validated, and the cre
ation of a permanent professional group to 
address these issues seems imminent. 

Given the inadequate governmental at
tention to aged immigrant needs, a source 
of hope expressed by many of the profes
sionals in this study was the evident in
crease in political activism among the im
migrant population. For the first time an 
immigrant political party ran, albeit unsuc
cessfully, in the last national election. Im
migration issues were visible during the 
election, and voting analysis showed the 
newly elected Labor-led coalition had re
ceived support from a majority of the new 
Russian immigrants. This group apparently 
saw a new government as more likely to 
meet their needs. Whether these hopes will 
come to pass and whether the anticipated 
changes will benefit the aged among the im
migrant population will have to await fiiture 
analysis. 

One Community Illustration 

In response to the suggestions of several of 
the interviewed professionals, a visit was 
made to the city of Beersheva. Several sites 

were visited, and interviews were conducted 
with geriatric workers assigned to work 
with aged Russian immigrants. 

The presence in Beersheva of a Russian 
immigrant community established over 10 
years ago during an earlier immigration 
wave has attracted large numbers of new 
Russian immigrants seeking to connect with 
their relatives and countrymen. Of these 
newcomers, it is estimated that 20% are 
over the age of 65. 

The professionals in Beersheva report 
that the same sorts of problems beset the 
aged immigrants in that community as have 
been noted elsewhere: many aged living 
alone or in crowded family households, 
poor health status, client resistance to and 
manipulation of social service intervention, 
and some confiict between the cohort of 
new aged immigrants and the already estab
lished aged Russians and other Israelis. 

Despite these problems, the Beersheva 
professionals interviewed conveyed a strong 
sense that progress was being made. The 
existence within the welfare offices of sepa
rate budgets for established aged and for 
new immigrant aged has enabled program
matic responses to be geared to the different 
needs of each group. The large established 
population of former Russian immigrants 
has allowed for the creation of a substantial 
volunteer network to expand the limited re
sources of the professional workers. With
out any formal governmental assistance, a 
number of centers for Russian immigrants 
have developed within the Russian commu
nity, offering Russian-language cultural 
programs, concerts, lectures, and the like. 

The professionals from the three existing 
Ministry of Welfare offices who are as
signed to work with the aged Russian immi
grant population are assisted by Russian-
speaking staff, as well as by students from 
Ben Gurion University assigned specifically 
to work with the aged. 

When asked to account for the apparent 
positive reputation enjoyed by the Beer
sheva services to aged Russian immigrants, 
the staff members noted these factors: 
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• the presence of a cadre of well-trained 
and committed professional social work
ers 

• the commitment to do community work, 
as well as traditional casework 

• the creation of both government-sup
ported and informally developed commu
nity centers for Russian aged 

• a capable administration in the city's 
welfare department that apparently has 
good relationships with the city adminis
tration 

• some well-designed and well-functioning 
physical sites 

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE IN THE 
UNITED STATES 

This study was a first look at the impres
sions and opinions of a small sample of so
cial workers and other professionals work
ing with aged Russian immigrants to Israel. 
The problems they have identified and the 
programmatic responses they are develop
ing ofler some useful perspectives for pro
fessionals in the United States who are en
gaged in the absorption of elderly Russian 
immigrants. These principles can be de
rived from the Israeli experience: 
• The needs of the aged immigrant are no 

less critical than those of the young im
migrant. Isolation, depression, poor 
health, and even death are the potential 
risks of inadequate attention to older im
migrants' needs. Government and ser
vice agencies must examine existing pri
orities and raise the level of service re
sources commensurate with the needs. 

• Aged immigrants require specialized ser
vices, and agencies concerned wilh ab
sorption must provide aging specialists 
to supply those services. The problems 
of language are critical to successful ser
vice to the aged immigrant. Russian im
migrants who have already made the ad
justment to the new culture arc best able 
to meet the needs of elderly newcomers. 
Therefore, these Russian "old timers" 
(though they can certainly be young) 
must be located, recmited, and trained to 

work with the elderly. The Israeli expe
rience with special government grants to 
train selected cohorts of such workers in 
the established schools of social work is 
an approach worth considering for 
implementation in the United States. 

• The need for continuity, to feel compe
tent, and to maintain self-esteem in the 
face of both old age and relocation stress 
has led, in Israel, to aged Russian immi
grants coming together for social and 
cultural programs in the Russian lan
guage. Perhaps in time, the aged immi
grant may feel comfortable integrating 
with the established community. Yet, 
until then, the task of the professional is 
to provide frequent regular opportunities 
for cultural stimulation and social inter
action in a language and setting that are 
familiar and secure. 

• Professionals working with aged Russian 
immigrants in the United States are just 
as likely as their Israeli counterparts to 
confront resistance, manipulation, and 
all the other behaviors developed as sur
vival techniques in a totalitarian society. 
There is a need for professional self-
awareness and support, as well as 
sources of programmatic ideas from 
other professionals. In Israel, a new pro
fessional organiz.ation for workers with 
aged Russian immigrants is being cre
ated to meet these needs. There may be, 
by now, a large enough group in the 
United Slates to warrant a comparable 
professional association, certainly at least 
in the main population centers. 

• The isolation of many newcomers in Is
rael and their resistance to receiving 
more than concrete services from profes
sional welfare workers have required the 
use of community volunteers as family 
surrogates, friendly visitors, companions, 
and simply good neighbors. Therefore, a 
volunteer coordinator is a necessary job 
position in any absorption program, and 
the recruitment and deployment of vol
unteers, whether Russian-speaking or 
not, are vital to the program's success. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE 
RESEARCH 

The Israeli professionals interviewed for 
this study shared many opinions about the 
absorption experience of aged immigrants 
that convey a need for a further and more 
systematic look at factors associated with 
the adjustment of the elderly newcomers. 

The professionals have an impression 
that these aged immigrants are vulnerable 
to relocation stress. A more systematic in
vestigation is needed to determine the im
pact of relocation on health, mortality, mo
rale, survival potential, and general adjust
ment. The government's policy of direct 
absorption to communities, bypassing the 
absorption center, needs to be evaluated for 
its impact on the aged immigrant. The 
training and deployment of a new group of 
Russian social workers may have a positive 
effect on the absorption process, and there is 
a need to study whether that training results 
in better service to aged immigrants. 

Direct absorption to the communities has 
resulted in the development of a broad vari
ety of programs and services in different 
towns and cities. Certain communities, 
such as Beersheva described above, have de
veloped successful programs for the aged 
Russian immigrant. It would be useful to 
examine more carefully the components of 
these programs and the outcomes for those 
served to determine what methods of fund
ing, professional resources, agency or com
munity policies, and so on may contribute to 
a positive outcome. 

The schools of social work have begun to 
provide special training for a cadre of pro
fessionals needed to help with immigrant 
absorption. Research is needed to deter
mine the effectiveness of this training, fac
tors related to recruitment and successfiil 
deployment of new professionals, and fac
tors that may contribute to the implementa
tion of accelerated training programs in 
other professions. 

In all of this proposed research, there is 
by now sufficient experience with various 
service models to move from the examina
tion of agency structures and processes to 
the evaluation of client outcomes. This 
study asked professionals what they thought 
aged Russian immigrants were experiencing 
and what programs seemed to be successful 
in helping them. Research is needed to test 
the hypotheses embodied in these impres
sions. 
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